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PLACE/DATE

Killwangen, 8 January 2018

SUBJECT

Team SAS in Kranj/SLO at the European Masters Championships

ATTN. TO

all interested Masters Swimmers in Switzerland

Swiss Alumni Swimming relays always have, since the clubs inception in 2009,
successful (and accompanied by a lot of fun) participated on European or
World, as well as on German Masters Championships. With Slovenia 2018 it is
SAS‘ intention to attend these European Masters Swimming Championships in
top shape and again with a large team.
Are you interested in joining Masters Swimmers from all over Switzerland in one team
and in becoming a part of a uniquely competition and relay experience in Kranj/SLO? The
competition takes place between September 2-7, 2018.
The conditions are fairly simple:
 Requirement 1: Announce your interest in joining the team and relays with SAS in
Kranj/SLO as quick as possible ONLINE:
http://www.swiss-alumni-swimming.ch/register4slovenia/
 Requirement 2: You have a valid annual licence with Swiss Alumni Swimming, or
you get a secondary licence with Swiss Alumni Swimming (this in addition to your
licence with your home club). The secondary licence costs CHF 40, the form to apply
for it can be downloaded at the website of Swiss Swimming (see «Masters»).
 Requirement 3: You are an accepted full-member of SAS, or you apply for a Masters
Swimming Membership with SAS for your participation in London. This type of
membership goes along automatically with your application for secondary licence and
costs CHF 40.
Be aware that, in case of joining SAS in Budapest, all your individual as well as your relay
results will be recorded under the team of Swiss Alumni Swimming!
Questions? Your questions with regards to licence issues or your participation at the European
Masters Swimming Championships in London with SAS will be answered here.
Announce your interest in fast and fun-packed relays in Budapest as quick as possible by
clicking on the above mentioned „register4slovenia“ link. We are looking forward having you
in the team SAS!
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